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CONTACT






Trusted partners.
Innovative solutions.
Protectors of your net worth.


We protect you and your wealth with our unique blend of ingenuity, vision and honesty which ensures every legal solution we provide is tailor-made to your needs.






			
Practice Areas






Corporate management


We go above and beyond to develop a true connection with you professionally and personally.





















Practice Areas


From mergers and acquisitions to complex financing arrangements and intricate tax planning, Stein Law gets closely acquainted with your business and financial needs.
By solving the pressing business, finance, and tax problems that follow you around every day, we become your go-to legal partners and trusted advisors for life. We’ll protect your net worth and guard your business like it’s our own.


And get to know you.




We provide legal solutions to businesses
and wealthy individuals in the areas:






Corporate 
Services





Corporate Services

Major business decisions come with
challenges nobody wrote a playbook for.
We’ve got you covered. We blend legal
expertise with a collaborative team
dynamic to protect your investments, and
guide you through the complexities of
mergers, sales, and acquisitions.


More						









Tax Planning &
 Tax Controversy





Tax Planning &
 Tax Controversy

We do the daunting tax planning for you so
that your wealth is not only protected but
can grow over time. With years of
hands-on experience, we understand the
tax code landscape and can create savvy
solutions for your tax needs to ensure your
wealth is safe for the long term.


More						









Estate 
Planning





Estate 
Planning

A wealthy estate is a complex
estate and there’s no way
around it. From trusts to wills to
comprehensive plans we
steward your estate and
safeguard your hard-earned
legacy for generations to come.


More						









Why we’re different


Brilliant guides delivering actionable real-world solutions.


We’re the type of law firm that will make you more money than we cost. We boost your wealth, shield your assets, and solve financial puzzles for lasting success.




QUOTES


Highly competent, results oriented advisors:






This firm excels in providing personal, warm and caring legal services to their clients. They always walked the extra mile for me even without me asking. Whenever I seek for a legal advice I always get answers with affirmation, courtesy and patience. Mr. Stein and his team are brilliant people, they work hard with great integrity and the highest level of professionalism in their field.







K

Client

















There are two types of lawyers ones you use periodically and avoid and others who become partners to your business and genuinely care. Stein Law is the latter, we have used Stein Law and Doug Stein as our attorney for the last 6 years and will keep him for another 20, Doug is brilliant, meticulous, well informed and an excellent advocate. I would refer anyone to use Doug’s legal services.







J & K.

Client

















I have worked with the Stein Law team for over 5 years through a myriad of business and personal transactions. The counsel I have received has allowed me to protect myself, mitigate taxation and simply make better informed decisions about running my business. I consider Doug and his team as my own Board of Directors of sorts, and highly recommend them to anyone needing a highly competent, results oriented, legal advisor.







J.V.

Client

















Spoke with several other trust attorney’s before landing on Stein Law and they exceeded every expectation. They were extremely diligent and answered our countless questions along the way. I’d highly recommend to anyone in any state.







M.L

Client

















Stein Law saved the day for us!! We were under a tight timeline and previous counsel backed out and Doug and his team picked up the ball and did an amazing job for us. Extremely thorough and responsive! Can’t recommend this firm enough!







C.K

Client

















It was a pleasure to have Doug and Bingjie represent me. They proved to be extremely knowledgeable, responsive, patient and were great at communicating with me when I needed them.







D.C

Client

















Doing Stein did an amazing job is setting up the trusts for our children. We had some assets tied up so he came up with a creative solution to lock in the lifetime inheritance/gift exemption at 11.7M. He was always available and we had a tight timeline before year end which he met. We’ll would recommend highly.







J.N

Client

















Stein Law was very knowledgeable, professional and transparent from day1 to the end of our engagement. I look forward to working together in the future and would be happy to recommend others to do the same.







R.R

Client

















Stein Law was so wonderful to work with! The entire staff was patient and knowledgeable and made it easy for us to complete a fairly complicated will and trust. I would recommend them to anyone!







D.A

Client

















My estate planning became too complicated for my long-time personal law firm. I was referred to Stein Law. I had prepared a detailed memorandum as to my perceived needs. Doug Stein got back to me with questions and suggestions. It took a couple of drafts to get to a final document (expected). Fees were within the range that was originally quoted, and I sleep better knowing that my passing will not be an unnecessary burden on my family.







N.P

Client

















Doug Stein is a rare breed in the legal profession. He is not only a leading expert in the field of tax, but he has an appreciation of business and the landmines many entrepreneurs face in launching a company. Perhaps most importantly, he really cares about his clients … not only professionally, but on a person level too. We will continue to refer clients to Doug knowing they are in excellent hands!







A.G

Client

















If you’re ever in need of a good Tax Attorney who will be attentive to your needs and will go above and beyond to make you feel comfortable Mr Stein is your guy. I can personally say that he made me feel comfortable from start to finish and did a great job explaining things to me in ways that I could understand complicated tax matters easily. If you’re looking for a bright, smart and intelligent Tax Attorney Mr Stein is who you need on your side. I personally couldn’t be happier and I’m not easy to please.







D.G

Client
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750 Hammond Drive

	
Building 5 Suite 100

	
Atlanta, GA 30328

	
+1 (770) 804-4888
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XAccessibility (CTRL+M)
XThe accessibility of our website is taken very seriously. We strive to meet WCAG 2.1 AA Web Accessibility standards by routinely evaluating our website using automated evaluation tools and manual testing when required. As content changes we review and correct issues and are responsive to our users needs. If you encounter issues with our website, please report them so they may be corrected in a timely manner.
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We are using cookies to give you the best experience on our website.
You can find out more about which cookies we are using or switch them off in settings.
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Privacy Overview

	

Strictly Necessary Cookies

	

Third-Party Cookies






Privacy OverviewOur website uses cookies to enhance your user experience. These small pieces of data are stored in your browser and serve essential functions, such as recognizing you upon your return and assisting our team in gaining insights into the sections of the website you find most interesting and valuable. Your privacy and optimal browsing experience are at the core of our commitment.



Strictly Necessary CookiesStrictly Necessary Cookie should always be enabled so that we can save your cookie preferences.


Enable or Disable Cookies





If you disable this cookie, we will not be able to save your preferences. This means that every time you visit this website you will need to enable or disable cookies again.




Third-Party CookiesThis website uses Google Analytics to collect anonymous information, such as the number of visitors to the site and the most popular pages.
Keeping this cookie enabled helps us improve our website.


Enable or Disable Cookies





Please enable Strictly Necessary Cookies first so we can save your preferences!
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